
trapeze table
assembly

care and cleaning of equipment

Thank you for purchasing the DMA Trapeze Table. Designed 
for years of safe trouble free use they will need only some 
basic care to ensure all parts continue to work smoothly.

Once / twice a month wipe vinyl with a soft sponge and a 
spray bottle containing a mixture os 100ml of Eucalyptus oil 
to 1 litre of water.

DO NOT use methylated spirits on vinyl top.

Make sure all rings on the frame are lined up straight and 
check that swing bars are free of movement and rod end 
is square.

contents
Trapeze board and strap
2 foot loops/ 2 footstraps
Safety chain
1 pull down bar
Upper & lower swing bars
Touch up spray
Springs
 2 long soft silver springs     101
 2 long gold springs             102
 2 heavy gold springs          103
 2 extra heavy gold springs 104
 2 standard silver springs    105

warranty
Clinical Pilates P/L designed and manufactured 
exercise equipment is guaranteed against defects in  
workmanship and materials under normal use for 24 
months. This includes ropes and springs.

If any part thereof proves to be defective within the 
warranty period it will be repaired or replaced, free of 
charge, and at the discretion of Clinical Pilates Pty. 
Ltd. This includes parts and labour.

This warranty is extended to the original purchaser 
from date of purchase.

• Damage to structural or other integral parts of 
equipment due to negligence is not covered by 
warranty, in such cases warranty coverage will 
be subject to the manufacturers’ discretion.

• The warranty will be voided if the equipment has 
been modifi ed, altered or contains components 
that are not part of the Clinical Pilates Pty 
Ltd line.

The benefi ts conferred by this warranty are in 
addition to all other rights and remedies which the 
consumer has under the Trade Practices Act.

to obtain warranty service
Call Clinical Pilates P/L and fax / email your written 
claim with details of the problem experienced, 
Appropriate action will be taken as quickly 
as possible.

1 Yarra Street, South Yarra VIC 3141 Australia
p 61 3 9827 4511 / 61 3 9525 1566
e info@clinicalpilates.com
w www.clinicalpilates.com



trapeze table assembly instructions
1. Lie base on side and slide poles through each corner.

2. Slide uprights onto poles with single loop at top.

3. Position top frame onto posts and tighten bolts lightly.

4. Stand table upright and slide main board into position
on base.

5. Ensure all loops are straight by twisting posts and / 
or uprights.

6. Fit upper and lower swing bars with pivot bolts and 
spacers as per diagram (A). Swing bars can be mounted 
with both on one end if desired, Extra swing bars can
be ordered and  fitted directly to frame.

NOTE : the same assembly procedures
apply for the compact trapeze.

mounting points
 for extra swing bar

diagram A: Some adjustment of rod ends may be required 

Note: Ensure that tapered end of spacer bush fits
to the ring on the frame or damage can occur.

for correct swing bar alignment.

washer


